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Draining is generally a good way of harvesting ponds.
General principles of harvesting by draining 
Slope of pond bottom
The pond bottom must be sloped to the drainage point.
Season and time of draining
If the water supply is non-perennial or unreliable, ponds should be drained at the beginning and 
at the end of the rainy season (December and May).
Where farmers only own one production pond (one pond system), a small fingerling holding pond 
should be constructed before draining. Fingerlings can be temporarily kept in this pond until the
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Harvesting and handling tools
Before draining, equipment for collecting and transporting fish should be arranged.
Minimising handling stress
During draining, fingerlings retained for 
restocking should be taken care of first. Stress 
of fish can be avoided by:
-  not stepping inside the pond and by avoiding 
to whirl up mud from the pond bottom
-  where possible, flushing additional fresh 
water through the harvesting basket to 
improve water quality
-  - having containers for the fish filled with
fresh water
-  immediate transfer of fingerlings to holding 
or other production ponds
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Pond preparation after draining
The drained pond should be left to dry for some days until the mud is cracked. If this mud is only 
about 5 cm deep, it should be left, as it supplies valuable nutrients to the pond. Mud in excess of 
this should be removed and taken to manure vegetable gardens. Dikes should be repaired, if 
necessary.
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Before refilling, the dried pond bottom should be slightly tilled in order to bring up nutrients 
which got locked in the sediments. At this stage, manure may also be applied.
Refilling ponds
Ponds should be refilled in two stages, separated by a few days. This favours foster warming up 
of water and hence growth of plankton (primary production).
Techniques of draining ponds
There are three different techniques for draining ponds.
DRAINING BY CUTTING A DIKE
harvesting depression
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For smallholder farmers, draining by cutting a dike is the most common harvesting method. 
Cutting a dike should always be done at the lowest side of the pond to empty the pond 
completely. When using this method, care should be taken to avoid stirring mud at the pond 
bottom.
In most cases, fish are collected from inside the pond. Fish are prevented from escaping through 
the cut dike by a screen, a short net or a basket. To improve collection of fish, a 30 to 40 cm deep 
harvesting depression of lm x 3 m can be built in front of the drainage place. This will need to be 
re-dug each time the pond is drained, because inevitably it will become silted up.
Before refilling the pond, the dike should be thoroughly repaired and compacted to avoid any later 
seepage or breakage.
DRAINING WITH A DRAINAGE PIPE overflow
Small to medium size ponds of up to 1000 m2 
size can be efficiently drained with pipes. Two 
different systems of pipe draining devices are 
used:
-  A stand pipe is connected to the outlet by a 
90° elbow, and the angle of the stand pipe to 
the base of the pond (and so the height of the 
opening of the pipe from the pond bottom) can 
be attached. Doing so allows the fanner to 
determine the level of water in the pond.
Dropping the stand pipe laterally empties the 
pond. This standpipe can be used both to 
drain off excess water (resulting from rain, 
surface runoff or accidental increase in flow 
from the inlet pipe).
-  An outlet pipe or bamboo is closed with a 
plug before each filling. For draining the 
pond, the plug has to be removed. In this 
case, a separate overflow pipe is needed to 
drain excess water out of the pond.
DRAINING WITH A MONK
A monk consists of a u-shaped tower with the opening towards the pond. It is made of bricks, 
wood or concrete.
Depending on the water level required in the pond, more or less ^janks are Blotted in. Excessive 
water spills over the top board and flows out the pond through the connected draining pipe. Fish 
are stopped from escaping by a screen.
Monks are mainly designed for large ponds. Fish are ideally harvested outside the pond in a 
harvesting box connected to the drainage pipe.
Draining time
As the best time for harvesting fish is during the cooler early morning hours, the draining process 
should start well in advance, corresponding to the total drainage time calculated.
Conclusion
The following are the advantages and disadvantages of fish harvesting by draining ponds.
Advantages
• Regular drying of the pond bottom 
helps control fish predators. The effect 
is even higher if lime is applied.
• Nutrients locked at the pond bottom 
(sediments) are released increasing 
primary production.
• Pond maintenance is made easier.
• Excess pond mud can be removed and 
used as fertilizer for nearby gardens.
Disadvantages
• All the fish are harvested at once, 
which may:
-  create problems if the market is 
limited or
-  not address the needs of the 
farmer if he/she wants to eat fish 
frequently
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